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Battle plan prepared .for hikes 
11Me and Bill here both think that eveyone should sign this 
tuition petition," says Tim Shein the Maple Ridge 
campus chair 
New presidents soon 
by DAN HILBORN 
More than a year after the 
first presidential search be-
gan an announcement is 
expected this week naming 
the new presidents for both 
Douglas and Kwantlen Coli-
week, ''The whole process 
has gone quite well and the 
entire committee has done a 
commendable job." 
"Special tribute should be 
payed to Leslie Brett and 
Kevin Hallgate, who asked a 
number of questions on the 
students' behalf," added 
Hungle. 
Hallgate said, "The com-
mittee deserves the thanks 
of the students and the 
multi-campus council." 
by DAN HILBORN 
Ron Burnstad the Douglas 
College student society trea-
surer was at a conference of 
the BC Students Federation 
November 20-23 where plans 
to battle tuition increases 
across the province were 
presented. 
The federation asked for a 
student fee increase of $1.25 
to raise the total cost of 
membership to $3.50 per 
student per year. The extra 
money would be used to hire 
two more staff people. 
"Personally, I'm against 
raising student fees," said 
Burns tad, ''but there are 
people who'd disagree with 
me., 
Burnstad was also told 
that Douglas College' could 
expect a 32 per cent tuition 
hike for next year. "But I've 
heard different,'' he said. 
Under one of several pro-
posals presented by the min-
istry of education it was 
calculated that the average 
full-time science student at 
Douglas would ray $194 per 
semester, an increase of 55 
per cent. 
The proposal, which 'is 
calculated on the num her of 
hours the student spends in 
the classroom (student con-
tact hours). is designed t.o 
give equitable fees across 
the province, however, pre-
liminary reports indicate 
that the proposal would 
bring increases to the major-
ity of colleges. 
Bill Carvell, New West-
minster campus chairperson, 
eges. 
The search committee 
screened over 90 applicants 
before making their final 
presentation of five candid-
ates to the college board. 
Costumes pilfered ~rom drama dept. 
During the course of the 
search three members of the 
:ornnmltte!:e, Helen Casher, 
the college board chairper-
son, Jack Finnbogason, the 
faculty association presid-
ent, and Richard Rittenburg, 
a management consultant, 
went across Canada to inter-
view candidates for the posi-
tions. 
Kevin Hallgate, who also 
sat on the committee, said, 
"The candidates we recom-
mended to the board will all 
be extremely well qualified 
to become the president of 
eith~.r Douglas or Kwant-
len. 
Leo Hungle, another com-
mittee member said last 
by jAYNE AKIZUKI 
The Douglas College the-
atre department would like 
its costumes back. 
It was discovered that 
costumes from past produc-
tions were missing after they 
were recently moved from 
the Coquitlam campus to the 
Agnes St. campus. 
Among the missing artic-
les are medieval costumes, 
several hats, two crowns, a 
green Victorian dress, fen-
cing equipment and several 
RCMP jackets. 
Department head Dorothy 
Jones believes that the cos-
tumes were borrowed for 
Halloween parties. She 
stress that no questions 
would be asked of anyone 
returning a costume. The 
costumes can be left at any 
campus with instructions for 
the courier service to deliver 
them to Agnes St. 
Got any costumes you no 
longer need? The theatre 
department welcomes all 
donations. If you'd like to 
donate something please call 
Dorothy Jones at 536-7798. 
Jokers fried? 
[ ZNS]- The chief of the 
police force in Nashville, 
Tennesse, says that people 
convicted of importing mari-
juana or selling pot to min-
ors should be put to death in 
the electric chair. 
Chief Joe Casey says he 
would also recommend the 
death penalty for anyone 
convicted three times for 
either growing pot or selling 
it to adults. 
Says Casey, "you catch a 
person selling it to a minor 
and he ought to be electro-
cuted. He has killed that 
person. He has destroyed 
that person's life." 
The Nashville chief insists 
that stern measures are nec-
essary because marijuana 
penalties in most US juris-
dictions ''are not expensive 
enough. People have to pay 
for it with their lives,'' he 
says. 
Casey admits that many 
people may look on him as a 
"horrible, cruel and hard old 
chief." But, he adds, some-
thing has to be done to stop 
the spread of marijuana and 
other drugs. 
says that h~ would like to 
know what the increase is 
before getting too upset. 
The student society has 
been distributing a petition 
protesting any hike for the 
past week and a half on all 
nine campuses. Kevin Hall-
gate told council at the 
December 1 MCC meeting 
that ·he expects at least half 
of the college's 6,500 stu-
dents to sign the petition. 
Burnstad said that a day 
of action was being planned 
to pressure the provincial 
government into doing an 
accessibility study before 
tuition is raised. ''Tuition is 
something you've got to go 
out and fight," he said. 
Tim Shein the Coquitlam 
and Maple Ridge chairper-
son said that he has gotten 
60 signatures out of a cam-
pus population of about 580. 
"We may get 100-200 
from Coquitlam but for some 
reason some people don't 
care," Shein said. 
On the New Westminster 
campus Carvell is unsure of 
the response to the petition 
because the information cen-
tre has done the major 
portion of the canvassing 
and has yet to return any 
signatures: 
"I'd guestimate that we 
can get 500 signatures," 
said Carvell, "but a lot of 
reps are having difficulty 
justifying missing a project 
or failing an exam just to gc 
get signatures for the peti- · 
tion. '' 
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erry Ch-ristmas! · 
To All Students, Staff, Faculty , 
Administration and The Pinion. 
- . 
. Best Wishes For The Festive Season. 
Many cheers to New Years · 
, From THE OTHER PRESS 
Numerouno 
in Mexico and 
in Canada. 
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Tuition hike 
TORONTO[ CUP]- Ryerson 
students can expect a 12.9 
per cent hike in tuition next 
year, according to Finance 
P.G. Harry. 
Students will have to pay 
more, for a total of $755, 
year for their education 
compensate for an antici-
ted inadequate increase in 
provincial government's 
to the institute. Al-
the grant will be 
ased, it is not expected 
cover Ryerson's budget-
needs. 
Harry was told about the 
increase by a ministry 
colleges and universities 
sentative at a meeting 
university finance offic-
. They were told to "an-
ticpate an increase of be-
7. 5 per cent and nine 
cent.'' 
No formal government an-
"''"'"''"-<auent on the grants 
has been made. Ryerson 
student council president 
John Long thinks it is "un-
democratic" for the ministry 
to tell finance officers before 
the statement was made. 
"I'm amazed that it's 
being brought up so soon,'' 
he said, adding he had only 
heard rumors of the tuition 
fee increase. "SURPI (the 
council) has asked the minis-
try for a study on how an 
increase in fees will affect 
Ryerson's enrollment before 
they raise tuition fees again. 
Our pleas have fallen on 
deaf ears." 
Long said he thinks con-
tinued increases in tuition 
fees will limit Ryerson's 
enrollment to upper middle 
class students who can af-
ford the spiralling costs. 
Ryerson's departments 
can expect to have reduced 
budgets next year as well. 
More hikes 
[CANADIAN UNIVERSITY 
PRESS]- The University of 
Calgary president waited un-
til dinner was finished be-
fore springing a nasty sur-
prise on his guests, mem-
bers of the student society 
executive. 
He told them to expect 
about a 12 per cent tuition 
hike. 
Student council president 
Theresa Goulet said she felt 
the hike will be made to test 
student reaction . 
She said vocal student 
opposition to the increase 
might have little effect on 
next years fees but could 
prevent a similar jump in the 
future. 
"So we have to do some-
thing or every year it will be 
the same thing over and 
over," Goulet said. 
Full-time undergraduate 
currently pay $605 annually 
·in tuition. A 12 per cent hike 
would raise that figure to 
$678. 
U of C students already 
paid a tuition bill this Sept-
ember which was 10 per cent 
higher than the year before. 
Goulet said she was also 
worried by a sugge 
from the university presi-
dent that tuition fees will be 
set at roughly 10 per cent of 
the annual costs of the 
students educatiOJl and 
would mean a 32 per cent 
increase. 
Wild blaze terrorizes 
Ukranian delicacies 
A noon hour fire at Nel's 
Food Services disrupted hot 
food service last Tuesday on 
the New westminster cam-
pus. 
According to Lorraine 
Bonneville, a worker at 
Nel's, the fire started after 
she returned from trying to 
phone her boss, Earl Wa-
gan, to tell him the propane 
line had frozen. 
High pressure propane 
passed through the frozen 
water in the regulator, start-
ing the fire in the burners on 
the stove. According to 
Wagan, Bonneville did the 
right thing by activating the 
extinguisher then, however, 
Bonneville said that all of 
the hot food was ruined, 
including three dozen pero-
gies she had just made. 
The propane, which also 
heats the building, was then 
turned off and cold food was 
served throught the after· 
noon while outside temper-
atures hovered near zero 
degrees. 
"We never even closed 
down,'' said Bonneville. 
finals draw near s become too crowded, so this 
young women has found refuge in a less populated hallway (and so 
did our photographer) 
S.S. semester evaluation 
by TOM SCHOENEWOLF 
While Douglas College 
students celebrate the Chris-
tmas bre"ak, the student 
society will be wrapping up 
the semesters business. 
Kevin Hallgate, student 
society president, said that 
most of the major issues, 
such as possible tuition in 
creases, will be decided over 
the break. He also said he 
believed that a better wor.K-
ing environment for the stu-
dents was created during the 
semester. ''I would like 
people to realize that it takes 
any organization a certain 
amount of time to organize 
itself and become effective," 
he said. 
Since this is the last issue 
of the Other Press for the 
semester is the time to eval-
uate the performance of the 
student government of Do-
uglas College. 
It is unfortunate that 
every position on council this 
semester was filled by accla-
mation. Despite this, Hall-
gate was given a vote ot 
confidence in a motion 
moved by Richmond chair 
person Ian Macdonald. The 
student society consists of 
many hard-working indivi-
duals who spend a great 
deal of time involved in 
student's concerns. 
The biggest concern to 
students was obviously pub 
nights. Many pub were 
financially successful, and a 
great way for students to get 
to know one another better. 
The only really negative 
pub night was in Surrey 
when the student society 
and Barnes Security got the 
dates mixed-up and as a 
result no security guards 
showed up. Damage to the 
campus was the obvious 
result. The incident almost 
cost the students the loss of 
furthur pub nights. 
Because Hallgate has a 
good working relationship 
with both students and ad-
ministration a compromise 
was worked out that enabled 
furthur pub nights but with 
reduced hours. 
Hallgate wrote a letter to 
The Other Press displaying 
his obvious displeasure with 
the situation and said that 
the students who caused 
damage and future pubs 
would have their student 
cards suspended. 
A few pub nights later it 
was learned that the student 
society was charging $1 for 
beer on pub nights when it 
was legally restricted to 
charge only 90 cents. This 
term is layed out in the 
Special Occassions License 
issued by the Liquor Control 
Board.$ 
Hallgate said that the 
price change would result in 
a $150-200 "loss in revenue at 
each pub night. 
''Other than legally 
through the LCB, the stu 
dent society is not doing 
anything moralyy wrong by 
charging I 1 , '' he said. 
A recent student issue is 
the possibility of a tuition 
increase at Douglas College. 
Steve Shallhorn, fieldworker 
for the British Columbia 
Students Federation (BCSF) 
told the student society at a 
multi-campus council meet-
ing that Douglas would be 
hit by a tuition increase 
before next year. 
''The Other Press ran an 
editorial pointing out that 
. Hailgate refused to comment 
on the possible tuition hike 
until after the college board 
had a definate proposal. 
Hallgate was frustrated by 
the editorial claiming that as 
a result- of the editorial he 
had to make an official 
protest ''long before it is 
either necessary of desirable 
to do do." 
He did at the time say that 
he would protest the possi 
ble increase ''if it is the will 
of the students.'' Now there 
are tuition petitions at most 
campuses and Hallgate is 
hoping for 3,000 signatures. 
Treasurer Ron Burnstad 
has run a tight budget 
without going overboard on 
spending. Operating on a 
$35,000 budget is it reason-
able to expect a surplus ot 
$2,000. 
Burnstad made 
budget . reports at 
regular 
multi-
campus council meetmgs 
with detailed break-downs 
of every pub night, activity 
or any situation that resulted 
in expenditures. 
Earlier in the semester the 
student society handed out 
honourary memberships 
commemorating ''outstand-
ing efforts and sacrifices to 
Douglas College students.'' 
Receipients of the award 
were; Les Brett, former stu-
dent society president, Bill 
Day, New West campus 
principal, Reg Pridham, 
Douglas College principal, 
and Merrilyn Houlihan, stu-
dent society business mana-
ger. 
Hallgate termed the pre-
sentation "one of the most 
pleasurable duties I have 
performed as president of 
Douglas College.'' 
Looking back at the sem-
ester Hallgate said that the 
student society is now at the 
stage where they have be-
come an effective organiza-
tion. 
''The student society 
should be able to become 
extremely efficient in ex-
pressing, the views and con-
cerns of the students during 
the next semester.'' 
Other Speak 
When two students from the Maple Ridge campus 
approached The Other Press and discussed thier concerns 
from the future of their campus, it became apparent that 
the situation is another example of the small man caught 
in a vicious circle. 
They are being told by student council and the 
administration that nothing can be done until there are 
more student input. But for Lorri Agasse, newly elected 
rel!resentative for Maple Ridge, and Brett Valente an 
active student on the campus, there can't be an increase 
in students unless some changes are made to the campus. 
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l R. - 'only a fucking show' 
Dear Editor , 
It amazes me to see how 
stupid the North American, 
TV -watching, population car 
be . 
What brings this state· 
ment about, is the recent 
question that all America 
was asking themselves 
' 'Who killed J .R. ?' ' People 
were making bets on which 
character killed the star of 
Dallas, who's initials have 
become a household word. 
The media went totally 
overboard, printing article~ 
on the question, and radio 
stations were broadcasting 
the question every five min-
utes. 
How stupid can people 
get. I mean it ' s only a 
fucking TV show. It would 
have been a different story if 
the question was , ''WHO 
· KILLED RONALD REAG-
AN?" 
How can people become 
so involved in a bogus 
television program? There 
must be better things to do 
with one ' s life . Anyways , it 
just goes to show what effect 
television has on people. 
I'm proud to say that I 
have never watched Dallas, 
and have no intention of 
doing so. A 
Settle down kids , TV is W 
nothing to loose sleep over. 
Philip Staines 
They are asking the student society for an executive seat 
on council and control over their own budget. This 
sounds like a reasonable demand from any fo!"m of a 
council. KevinHallgate, studentsocietypre~dent, s~d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= 
that nothing can be done unless an amendment is made 
to the present constitution. The earliest possible d'\te for 
this is February at the annual general meeting. P ·rhaps 
this will give the student society a chance to review the 
prsent system of "satelite campuses". 
It is frustrating for a campus with less that 500 students 
to be represented by the chairperson and principal of the 
nearest major college. Especially when these people are 
seldom to be found at the "satelite campuses". 
Coquitlam chairperson tim Shein, who represents 
Maple Ridge on the multi-campus council has spent no 
more than an hour at the campus since the beginning of 
the semester. He, like Ann Kitching, principal of 
Coquitlam and Maple Ridge say they are available if the 
students require thier services. {(itching visits the 
college briefly once a week. Shein has said he wont go 
out there just to visit and that it's up to Agasse to come to 
him with the needs of the campus. 
And once again the vicious circle spins. The studetns 
dont go to Shein because he's never there, and Shein 
wouldn't go out there because he says the students have 
not shown any need. 
Perhaps the most frustrating thing· for the Maple Ridge 
students is that Kitching won't recruit high school grads 
for the campus . The students are told that the more 
students there are the better chance there is for improved 
conditions. It hardly seems fair to encourage new 
students to go to other campuses at Douglas because 
"Maple Ridge doesn't offer them enough." Obviously, 
with only H courses Maple Ridge doesn't offer them 
enough. Maybe a wider course selection would help to 
generate a steady flow of students. And maybe more 
than $125 a semester from student society would give the 
students a chance to hold a social event that would give 
students a different outlook for the campus. 
Agasse and Valente think a large part of the problem 
can be solved if one of the professors at the college would 
double up as principal. This would mean having 
adminstration on the campus at all times. 
If students are in the vicinity of Maple Ridge they 
should take five minutes and tour the college. It would 
actually only take about three-quarters of aminute. It 
doesn't take long to look at four classrooms. There is no 
food facilities but there is a kitchen, but it does get hard 
to use without any pots or utensils. And besides, it 
smells. It is actually hard to believe that his old 
elementary school is a part of Douglas College. 
Hallgate has said that the studetns society will look into 
and solve all the problems that it can, but the studetns 
say they have been hearing this from student council and 
adminstration since the college came into existance. 
Maybe if they were given more control over their own 
future, they could bring about some change . Until then 
it's a matter of administration waiting for input from the 
students, and the students waiting for input from 
administration. And that sounds like a vicious circle to 
us. 
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Goebbels type propaganda 
Dear Editor, 
Some posters around the 
New Westminster campus 
put up by the Socialist 
Discussion Group concern-
ing abortion have come to 
my attention. While I wished 
to express my views on the 
subject, I did not feel that 
those who spent their time 
discussing socialism would 
al>e receptive to reason. How-
.ver, the issue the group 
was discussing, namely the 
Pro-Choice argument riles 
me, to say the least. 
Other posters around the 
campus, announcing a Pro-
Choice rally are master-
pieces of Goebbels-type pro-
paganda. They espouse a 
desire to protect the rights 
of women, women who in 
most cases don't want to be 
responsible for their actions. 
The Pro-Choice argument 
has a flaw in it that it fails to 
recognize that an unb-orn 
baby, i.e. a foetus, is a 
person, a human being, with 
a right to life, no matter how 
terrible a life it may be that 
the mother may prophesy for 
it as an excuse for an 
abortion. Either that or they 
condone murder of the de-
fenceless and innocent. 
''Termination of the preg-
nancy'' is one example of 
their propaganda -- a nice 
way to say "kill the baby", 
which doesn't hjt home with 
the unwary listener. Their 
name, Pro-Choice, is pro-
paganda too, as they should 
be called Pro-Death, as they 
are only interested in help-
Loveless stinks 
Dear Editor, 
It's too bad that "Tecnica· 
difficulties'' prevented yO\ 
from running the picture ol 
Ron Loveless. I'm sure man) 
people would find his fac( 
funnier than his comic strip 
His comic strip is dull 
humorless and hard to read 
the latter due to poor print 
ing. Normally, I take grea' 
ajoy in reading comic strips in 
.any paper. In the case ol 
The Other Press; however , i1 
is more like a chore to read 
Loveless' strip . I would hop( 
for the sake of saving him-
self embarassment, he doe! 
not pursue writing comi1 
strips as a career. Person· 
ally , I find the ad for 
condoms funnier than Love· 
less and I suggest you run it 
in the place of his cartoon. 
The guy STINKS! 
Gary Clark 
p.s. To Ron Loveless 
Nothing Personal. 
Downright insulting! 
Dear Mr. Clark, 
I would like to open this 
reply with a quote by Salva-
dor Dali, who stated, • 'No 
masterpiece was ever creat· 
ed by a lazy artist . '' 
Don't get me wrong, 
Clarke, I like criticism, es-
pecially if it is constructive 
criticism , but yours was 
neither, it was downright 
insulting! 
However, it did bring 
forth some good points: 
1) I realize my printing is 
not up to standards but I 
never exploited the fact that 
my handwriting was good. I 
do , however , feel my art· 
work is good. I am coping 
with the printing problem 
because you are not the first 
to bring up the subject. 
2) Just because you think 
my comics are beyond the 
THANK YOU 
I wish to take this oppor-
tunity to thank all those who 
made our recent White Ele-
phant and Book Sale on 
Surrey campus a success. 
Without your donations of 
goods and without your sup-
port at the sale , we would 
not have collected just over 
$43; we would not now be 
able to make a donation to 
the Cancer Society on behalf 
of Douglas College students, 
fa~?.ulty and staff. 
Many thanks on behalf of 
the ABE department , 
Carrie Dahl. 
grasp of your personal ap-
peal does not mean to say 
that they are humourless. 
My art form is very person· 
al. It comes from the heart, 
my heart, and as far as 
humour is concerned I am 
somewhat hidered by the 
moral standards of The Oth-
er Press . Otherwise I could 
put forth some excellent 
material only found in the 
best underground comix. 
3) Torturing my work is one 
thing, but torturing my phy-
sical appearance is a bad 
move on anybodys part. 
Your cheap shots are badly 
taken and those were very 
cheap shots. The person you 
criticize could come off with 
a few insults of his own , but 
I wouldn ' t stoop that low. As 
far as I am concerned, Gary 
Clarke, you do not make it 
as a critic and if you want to 
make it in the world of 
criticism you should be more 
constructive and less insult-
ing. 
If you are so concerned 
about my personal appear-
ance then maybe you should 
see me at the next produc-
tion night on the New West-
minstor campus and you can 
have a look at the person 
you insulted . Maybe then we 
can both have a good laugh 
because I'm sure under your 
exo-plasma shell you are 
probably a nice person. 
Ron Loveless 
p.s. you ' ll recognize me, I'll 
be the funny-looking one. 
ing those who want to kill 
their baby, not those who 
want to let him or her live. 
The only choice is whether 
or not to fall victim of their 
propaganda. 
And that's what abortion 
is, killing, usually because 
the baby is inconvenient . 
The Pro-Choicers say it is 
not a person until it is born, 
i.e . the foetus is not a 
person. Posh! A woman's 
pregnancy is roughly nine 
months, but some babies are 
born prematurely, while 
others may be born long 
overdue. Birth was the stage 
chosen by primitive people 
as the beginning of life 
because they didn't under-
stand the human metabol-
ism. We know today it is not 
a fixed time and doesn ' t 
represent a change in the 
humanity of the individual. 
In the case of the doctor 
who, when he removed the 
foetus during an abortion 
and found it would nor die, 
strangled it to death, was 
that not yet a person? Of 
course it was. It was living 
and breathing on it's own. 
But the mother had found 
it's life. inconvenient. 
Let's face it, in today's 
world of low moral stand-
ards, women can and do get 
pregnant easily, without re-
gard for the consequences, 
and are now scared that 
their ultimate form of birth 
control may be denied them. 
Their rallies help to bolster 
them , to give each .Dther 
confidence, to try to keep 
themselves thinking they're: 
right. 
The Pro-Choice propagan· 
da tries to lump all Pro-Life 
people into one group and 
call them "religious zealots" 
and this, along with expell-
ing them from their rallies, 
attempts to keep their audi-
ences from taking the Pro-
Life arguments seriously. 
This is a cheap trick known 
as "poisoning the well." 
However, their biggest 
lie, in my view, is that it is a 
woman's- right to abortion. 
Who has the right to mur-
der? Whereas a woman may 
vie for the rights of sexual 
promiscuity and freedom 
from parenthood, these nev· 
er supersede the right to life 
of any human being. Of 
course there are a few 
exceptions, but for the maj-
ority of abortions , which ar<: 
basically for convenience, 
this holds true. ' 
I find it sad that in a 
society that has striven to 
improve the health and liv· 
ing conditions of the world , 
which has saved and pro-
longed many, many lives, 
which has enabled more 
babies to be concieved yet 
prevent the conception of too 
many, and which had lower-
::d the infant mortality rate 
irastically, there are now 
factions trying to convince 
us that it is morally right 
md socially beneficial to put 
it up again. 
Nic' Jlas Roberts 
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Other Corner 
Question: How did you do this year? 
Benny McGraw: I 'don't 
know. I passed everything 
but I think they should do 
away with the finals. 
Ian Macdonald: Let me 
think for a minute. I prob-
ably gat an A there, a B 
there, another B there and 
another B. I probably got 
an A and three B's. 
Gary Bartley: Well, I have-
n't done much yet, after all 
the ski slopes only just 
opened. But I got some new 
skis and boots and when I 
hit those moguls .... Ohlll 
You mean in school. Maybe 
we better stick to skiing. 
Jeff Beamish: I've taken 
Com 265 twice now so I 
think I'm read;y to become 
copy boy for The Other 
Press . That is if I can get 
this lettuce out of my 
mouth. 
This page of The Other Press is reserved solely for 
the purpose of correspondence and opinion. The views 
expressed on this page do not necessarily reflect those of 
this newpaper. . 
All letters and opinions must be types at a 60-stroke 
line, double-spaced and must bear the name of the 
author for reasons of validity. Submissions which are not 
signed will not be published. Letters should be no more 
than 200 words in length and opinion pieces should be 
either 450 or 900 words in length due to space and layout 
requirements. 
We reserve the right to edit all letters and opinions for 
clarity and libel. Letters and opinions longer than 
specified will be edited to size. 
Deadline for submissions is 4 v.m. Mondavs. 
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'a· pretty schizophrenic thing' 
by ]A YNE AKIZUKI 
Act(vb) 1:to perform by 
action especially on the 
stage; also: feign, simulate 
pretend. 
'You spend your whole life 
trying to do what they put 
people in asylums for . '' · 
Jane Fonda. 
Webster's definition of 
acting is fairly accurate, 
althought there are some 
who would argue that acting 
is not pretending; it is 
being. Ms. Fonda definition 
though, captures the very 
essence of the acting profes-
sion, as Fonda Points out, 
assuming someo-ne else's 
psyche for an audience is a 
pretty schizophrenic thing to 
do. Why then, would any-
one with a shred of sanity 
want to act? 
At Douglas College, there 
are ten students all with 
reasonably notmal minds, 
who spend at least six 
classroom hours a week 
learning the basics of acting. 
They improvise scenes 
attend plays, analyze each 
others work and seem to 
have a great time doing it. 
There is no leader among 
them; they work well as a 
group and try to keep closely 
attuned to each other, rather 
like a dirt clot . However, 
they are acting for various 
reasons . 
Only three of the students 
· Mark Barron, Nigel Har-
vey, and Your truly · are 
taking all four of the colleges 
theatre courses. Mark, who 
would like to try his hand at 
writing plays considers dra-
ma ' 'a good opportunity to 
grow as a person. ' ' He 
explained that his involve 
ment in high school drama 
helped him to be ''more 
uninhibited, sell-confident, 
not as quiet.'' 
Improved self-confidence 
was cited by students and 
teachers alike as one of 
actings personal benefits. 
For Nigel Harvey, who is 
serious about an acting 
career, the other benefits 
are an outlet for his need for 
appreceation and attention, 
a greater degree of imgina-
tion and sensitivity, and a 
MIGHIYGOOD BEER 
Introducing New Columbia Extra 
tfum LabattS. 
chance to express himself. 
Another thesbian, Laurel 
Cooper, says that she is now 
more outgoing and a better 
public speaker. 
Jim Sturgeon, a visual 
arts student, plans a career 
in film-making and is taking 
acting to better understand 
actors. Dawn Flanagan, 
who played Nora in last 
year's Douglas College pro-
duction of "Ah Wilder-
ness, I'' has a year to go 
before earning her teaching 
certificate from SFU. She 
wants to introduce elemen-
tary school students to 
drama because "so much 
emphasis at school is placed 
on sports and not creativ-
ity 0" 
The acting students are 
taught by Lisa Manches. She 
is substituting for Dorothy 
Jones, the head of the 
college's theatre depart-
ment, who is on sabbatical 
leave this year. 
During her leave Jones is 
doing program develope-
ment and researching the-
atre training. Due to a lack 
of facilities and funding the 
theatre program is currently 
in a state of transition. 
There is no Set Construction 
course this year, nor a Play 
Production course (one of 
the acting students' biggest 
beefs). Jones hopes to have 
an expanded, unique prog-
ram ready for the opening of 
Douglas College's new the-
atre in 1982. 
The other theatre courses 
being offered next semester, 
besides Intermediate Acting, 
are Intermediate Speech, 
Intermediate Movement and 
History of Theatre. Students 
will be allowed to take the 
intermediate classes without 
having taken the basic 
courses, although they will 
only get credit for the latter. 
To the aspiring actor, 
speech and stage movement 
-are vital for basic training. 
Karen Greenhough, teach-
es the Basic Movement 
class. A typical lesson be-
gins with 45 minutes of 
warm-up and isolation exerc· 
ises. The remaining hour 
and a quarter is devoted to 
activities that help the stu-
dents use their bodies as 
instruments of expression 
and become aware of body 
control for the stage. As 
Greenhough puts it, much of 
the work done is anti-intell-
ectual; that is the students 
follow the dictates of their 
bodies, not their minds. 
Greenhough was a high 
school drama teacher in 
Calgary. She has studied 
dance under Anna Wyman, 
and now works as an inde-
pendent choreographer. She 
also teaches dance and 
movement at SFU. 
Basic Speech and History 
of Theatre are both taught 
by Gwyneth Harvey. For 
speech the students learn 
how to relax to produce aA 
full voice. This is followed W 
by exercises in breath con-
trol, intoning, resonance, ar-
ticulation, projection and in-
terpretation, which has the 
students doing everything 
from crying on cue to recit-
ing sonnets to repeating 
"Betty Botter bought some 
butter" rapidly, five times. 
Harvey (no relation to Nigel) 
has been involved in the 
theatre nearly all her life. 
The daughter of a singer and 
elocutionist, she began dra-
ma lessons at 12, directed a 
play at 16 and made her 
professional acting debut in 
Winnipeg at 18. She has 
many years experience in 
radio-broadcasting and com-
munity theatre. 
Now into her sixth year a 
Douglas, Harvey says that 
"any student regardless of 
ultimate aim is going to 
benefit extremely from any 
one of our theatre classes." 
If that statement puzzles 
you, stop and think about it. 
Speech classes can equip 
you with a pleasant voice, an 
asset to anyone and most 
people could stand to up· 
grade their speech habits. 
Basic Movement improves 
posture, coordination and 
flexibility. Acting concen-
trates on developing imagin-
ation, cooperation with oth-
ers and communication 
skills. 
Acting has brought many 
a wallflower out of the 
woodwork. Confidence and 
self-discovery are bonuses 
you get from working hard 
at acting; and it is hard 
work; it is exhilarating and a 
genuine high. 
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Financial aid - problems ! 
by PAT BURDETT 
Why is our student 
society struggling against 
the college's plans to raise 
our tuition fees. Why are 
the National Union of 
Students, the British Col-
umbia Student Federation, 
and the Canadian University 
Press battling government 
over increases in educational 
costs. The answer is simple 
they will tell you. Increasing 
the cost of education puts it 
out of reach of lower income 
persons. Education then 
becomes a priveledge of the 
wealthy. What it should be 
is a right belonging to 
everybody, rich or poor. It 
should be made totally 
accessable. 
Bottom line: tuition should 
be as inexpensive as pos-
sible, preferrably free. 
I will agree that by all 
means education is a right of 
every citizen and should be 
available to them. But when 
these organizations argue 
that fees are the prime 
factor in making education 
accessable, I must insist that 
they are mistaken. 
The problem is student 
finanacial aid. In an attempt 
to put education in reach of 
persons who simply can't 
afford it, the federal and the 
provincial governments 
developed a program to 
assist students financially. 
Basicly this is how the 
program works. The federal 
government will guarantee a 
student loan up to $1800 per 
year. This means that a 
student can get a loan from 
the bank without any collat-
eral because the feds will 
promise to pay it back if the 
student skips town. The 
government also pays the 
interest on the loan while 
the student is in school. 
This way the student, six 
months after he graduates, 
has to pay back only what he 
borrowed, not that amount 
plus a big wad of interest 
that has been accumulating 
while he was in school~ You 
take on the responsibility for 
the loan and the interest 
after this six month period, 
but supposedly you are now 
educated and can step into a 
well paying job and pay back 
the loan easily. 
On top of this loan, the 
government of B.C. will give 
you up to $1700 per year in 
the form of a grant. This is 
a gift, you never have to pay 
it back. Together, the loan 
and the grant make $5500 
available to you to go to 
school with. 
Of course, the government 
doesn't want rich kids 
abusing the program which 
is designed to help persons 
who really can not afford to 
go to school. The govern-
ment knows how much it 
costs to go to school so it 
doesn't give any money to 
the well off kids who already 
have enough money to go to 
school. The the kids that are 
a little bit rich it gives only a 
little bit of money, just 
enough so that they can go 
to school. And of course the 
poor are given all the money 
they need to go to school. 
What a wonderful idea, 
education for everyone! 
Indeed, the idea is a good 
one. Unfortunatly the appli-
cation of this program has 
some serious difficulties. 
The first of these is that the 
government apparently does 
not know how much it costs 
to go to university. A 
student is allowed up to $70 
per week for room and 
board. This figure is only 
$40 dollars if he lives at 
home. These amounts, in 
many cases, are simply not 
realistic. If the landlord 
says it is not enough or the 
parents want more, the 
student is left helpless. 
How many students could 
get away with spending a 
maximum of seven dollars to 
cover transportation costs 
for a whole week? This is 
what the government says it 
costs. 
One thing that the govern-
ment does know the exact 
cost of is tuition. Tuition 
cost is immedeately ac-
counted for by the govern-
ment. There is no problem 
getting money to cover the 
extra cost -of: tuition in-
creases. This is why tuition 
does not usually affect the 
accessability of education. 
The student's real problem 
lies in getting money to 
cover cost of living. 
Another problem with the 
program is that the ceiling 
for aid is set at $5500 per 
year. Take the case of a 
single parent supporting 
some kids and trying to go to 
school. She applies for aid 
and the government calcu-
lates how much she needs to 
go to school and support her 
family. These calculations 
are done with the stingy 
figures of the government's 
own device yet they still add 
up to $4500. She's out of 
luck. Even though the 
system admits that she 
neeg,s $4500 it will only give 
her $5500. She might as 
well forget any ideas about 
bettering herself. 
In this part of the total 
problem, tuition prices can 
play a part. If the $4500 
figure includes a $1500 
tuition fee, then this fee is 
largely responsible for 
making this school out of 
reach for this student. If the 
tuition was $500 then the 
students expenses would be 
within the $5500 range and 
she could then afford to go 
to the school. 
Still another fault in the 
system is in the amount of 
money the student is 
expected to save during the 
summer or period before he 
attends school. A student is 
expected to save $50 each 
week. In a four month 
summer he is supposed to 
have saved $800. If he has 
not, the government pre-
sumes it was because he was 
lazy or wasteful and asses-
ses his costs as if he had 
What a 
wonderful idea, 
education 
for everyone. 
earned the full $800. 
For example, if the govern-
ment estimates a student's 
educational costs at $2800, 
they will assume he has 
saved $800 and will pay him 
$2000. If the student has 
only managed to save $500 
then he has only $2500 to 
cover $2800 worth of ex-
penses. He is ten steps back 
before he even gets started. 
People who are torced to 
live on welfare are also 
expected to save, something 
that is impossible to do 
while on welfare. For these 
people, those who perhaps 
need school more than any-
one else since they desper-
ately need job skills, an 
education is a silly pipe-
dream, way out or their 
reach. 
Over-estimating how much 
an individual or his parents 
can contribute toward edu-
cational expenses is a 
common problem with 
student aid. Summer 
savings is not the only area 
in question. Parents are 
expected to contribute a 
specified amount depending 
on their income. If Dad 
says, "Your grown up now, 
you can pay your own way 
through school now,'' then 
tough luck kid. You are 
assumed to have parental 
support even if you don't. 
Another problem related to 
this is the classification of a 
student as dependant (on 
parents) or independant. A 
dependant person is expect-
ed to recieve support from 
his parents. But in order to 
be classified as independant 
one must fall into one of 
these categories: 
•you have been in post 
secondary school for four 
years. 
•you have been in the full 
time work force for two 
·periods of 12 consecutive 
months. 
•you have been in post 
secondary school three years 
and the work force one 
period of 12 consecutive 
months. 
•you are married , divorced, 
separated, widowed, a sin-
gle parent or have a long 
standing common law rela-
tionship. 
•you have no parents due to 
death or dissappearance. 
Any such set of rigid regula-
tions is bound to have flaws, 
as this one does. It is 
amazing how seemingly 
independant persons can fail 
to meet these restrictions 
and therefore require sup-
port from their parents. 
Fortunately there is an 
unofficial rule that a person 
over 25 is automaticly con-
sidered independant. Other-
wise, 40 year old welfare 
recipients who can't hold a 
full time job for the required 
period would have to get 
support from their pension-
ed parents. 
There is another problem 
with the student aid 
program. It gives no 
rewards to persons who 
work a little harder. If a 
student works hard and 
frugally saves $1500 during 
the summer, the extra 
savings are deducted from 
the award the government 
gives him. The same 
happens with scholarships. 
Students have ablolutely no 
incentive to earn more than 
the $8oo expected of them. 
The government pays them 
only enough to meet the 
living standard they have set 
for a student. Now this 
seems fair if you agree that 
a rich person should not 
have an advantage in educa-
tion just because he has 
more money. The problem 
however is that the standard 
of living the government 
sets is often near or below 
the poverty line. Unless 
students have enough of 
their own money to com-
pletely afford to pay their 
own way, they must live at 
these sub-poverty levels. 
The government is saying in 
effect, "Unless you have the 
money to pay your own way, 
you have to live in poverty if 
you want to go to school.'' 
Tuition fees are also a 
factor here. As the fees 
rise, more and more stu-
dents turn to financial aid 
because they can no longer 
afford an education out of 
their own pocket. As soon 
as this happens they are 
forced to live at the govern-
ment's standards, near 
poverty. Only the wealthy 
can escape this religation. 
This is by no means an 
exhaustive list of the prob-
lems riddling the financial 
aid program, but it gives an 
insight into its various bugs. 
Unfortunately, the financial 
aid program will remain in 
its same archaic form next 
year, though the year fol-
lowing, 82 - 85, there is a 
possibility that with a little 
push from our student 
organizations, a new, more 
reasonable program will be 
implimented. 
Currently there is a petition 
being circulated by the 
Student Society calling for .a 
stop to proposed tuition 
increases. By all mens, sign 
the petition. Tuition in-
creases do affect students, 
int ways explained above. 
Besides, I would sign any-
thing that would keep any 
price down. The price of 
food for instance. I do not 
like paying more for my food 
every week. But when you 
sign this petition, remember 
where the real problem lies, 
remember that the only way 
to insure equal epportunity 
education is to modernize 
the financial aid program. 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
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aple Ridge Campus 
11an obvious lack of 
- -
commitment between 
student society 
and the students'' 
by TOM SCHOENEWOLF 
The students ' council of 
Douglas College's Maple 
Ridge campus said that the 
campus is being "system· 
atically squeezed out hy the 
administration and student 
society of Douglas College." 
Lori Agasse , newly ap· 
pointed Maple Ridge repre-
sentative , and Brett Valente, 
an active student on the 
campus , voiced concern over 
the future of the campus at 
last Monday's multi-campus 
council meeting. 
Valente expressed a need 
for the Maple Ridge campus 
to have its own executive 
member (chairperson) on 
multicampus council. 
"Our own seat on multi· 
campus council would help 
eliminate the obvious lack of 
commitment that exists be-
tween the student society 
and the students of Maple 
Ridge," he said. 
Kevin Hallgate, student 
society president, said that 
under the present society 
constitution on executive po-
An inside look at the four room college. 
sition on council for Maple 
Ridge is " not feasible." 
For any campus to contain 
its own executive member 
there must be a minimum of 
300 students enrolled at the 
camp~s. Until this require· 
mentis met , those campuse-
es are considered to be a 
'satelite' of the nearest 
major campus , ' ' he said. 
Since Coquitlam is the 
nearest major campus to 
Maple Ridge, Coquitlam 
campuses chairperson, Tim 
Shein, and principal Ann 
Kitching, represent Maple 
Ridge at the student and 
administration level respect· 
ively. 
''We are obviously not 
happy with this present set· 
up," said Agasse. "We 
have only seen Tim Shein at 
the campus once since he 
was elected at the beginning 
of the semester. This is an 
example of our student reps 
lack of commitment.'' 
Shein said that if the 
students of Maple Ridge 
request his presence at the 
campus he will "go and see 
them. ' ' · 
We must remember that 
Maple Ridge is 22 miles 
from Coquitlam. I don ' t 
really feel like going out 
there for no reason at all 
Lorri as a student rep has a· 
responsibility of voicin2 anv 
events , activities or prob., 
lems of Maple Ridge to me 
or any member of multi.· 
campus council , '' Sheil. 
said. 
Agasse and Valente said 
they want control over thei; 
own budget. Presently the 
student society receives $600 
per semester in student fees 
from the Maple Ridge cam-
pus. $125 is returned for the 
campus' budget and the 
remaining amount is used e 
for pool facilities, a privilege 
of every Douglas College 
student ~ that pays student 
fees . 
"We can appreciate the 
fact that the money is being 
spent on pools for the stu-
dents . The problem is that 
the majority of Maple Ridge 
students are mature stu-
dents who cant use the pools 
because of the amount of 
time they have available. 
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Also the nearest pool is in 
New Westminster,'' Agasse 
said. 
Lynne Wells, an active 
student at the Maple Ridge 
campus last semester, is 
unhappy with the method of 
the distribution of student 
fees at the college. 
''The distribution of stu-
dent fees is pathetic. We 
aeceived nothing in return 
.,_st semester. We don't 
mind paying alot and getting 
little in return, but not 
paying for all the rest (pools) 
and getting nothing back,'' 
Wells said. 
Valente said that the bud-
get of $125 allocated to 
Maple Ridge is too small. 
''We need more money in 
order to hold more student 
functions. This is turn 
would eliminate apathy 
among students and gene-
rate interest at the college," 
he said. 
The complaints of the 
students of Maple Ridge do 
not lie solely with the stu-
dent society. They are also 
highly critical of the adminis 
tration of Douglas College. 
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As a result of the condl.: 
tions at Maple Ridge, the 
students and staff held a 
meeting with Kitching in 
November to voice their 
concerns. 
Students told Kitching 
that because there are only 
13 courses offered per sem-
ester at Maple Ridge, it is 
not possible to recieve a first 
year university transfer pro-
gram. They said they are 
frustrated at course limit-
ations; not being able to 
follow up 100 level courses 
with 200 level courses. Many 
students have to commute to 
other campuses of Douglas. 
Agasse said: ''There is no 
rhyme or reason for the 
courses offered since they 
are all virtually 1 00 level 
courses." 
Kitching said that student 
jinput into curricular plan-
niil.g has been extremely 
low. 
"We've tried hard to res-
pond to the communities 
needs. I don't know what 
else we can do to help them 
(students) until we get a 
bigger student demand,'' 
The Maple Ridge campus of Douglas College. 11The physical 
appearance is tarrible." 
she said. 
Kitching, vice-principal 
John Slattery, and a career 
counselor visit the Maple 
Ridge campus once a week. 
Valente said that these 
visits by the administration 
are just ''stop overs.'' 
''The only one that spends 
a full day is the · career 
counselor, but the day is 
spent recruiting students for 
Coquitlam because students 
are told Maple Ridge has 
nothing to offer," he said. 
Kitching is not favourable 
toward high school gradu-
ates attending Maple Ridge 
and said that she would 
rather have them attend the 
New Westminster or Coq~it­
lam campuses. 
A survey was done by 
Douglas College which 
asked high school students if 
they would attend the Maple 
Ridge campu!; if offered the 
courses they re.quired. Forty 
per cent said they would 
attend. 
''Kitching said she wants 
more people enrolled in the 
college but doesn't encour-
age high school students 
because she doesn't think 
the college's support system 
is good enough. Thats 
ludicrious," Valente said. 
The answer to the adminis 
trative problem according to 
Agasse and Valente, is to 
install a principal at the 
Maple Ridge campus. 
''It would be a major step 
in the right direction, and 
would help solve almost all 
of our problems,',. Agasse 
said. 
If the problems connected 
with the administration and 
student soctety are resolved, 
the students are still con-
cerned with the physical 
conditions of the four-storey 
campus. 
A list of needed improve-
ments has been made up 
and includes: 
•adequate library facilities, 
•proper heating system, 
•a lounge fa~ill.ty, 
•floor coverings, 
•food facilities and 
•more parking spaces. 
Kitching agrees with the 
students that the physical 
appearance of the college is 
"terrible." 
"But the question is, is it 
better than nothing at all,?'' 
she said. 
The lease! on the building 
which houses the campus 
expires in two years, so the 
need will arise for a new 
permanent campus. 
Kitching said that Map e 
Ridge should have its own 
permanent campus but that 
"a political route must be 
taken.'' 
''However, it may be hard 
to press politicians for a new 
campus when the sections 
are only half filled,'' said 
Kitching. 
The outcome of the cont-
roversy on the future of 
Maple Ridge can only be 
solved by time and effort by 
both students and adminis-
tration. Ha:llgate said in an 
interview that he was un-
aware of the problems that 
Maple Ridge was having 
with his council and with 
administration. 
''Now that I am aware, 
the student society will en-
deavor to look into and solve 
these problems," he said. 
\ 
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THE ASSASS.I·N OF YOU.TH 
THE PLANT Physiological Reaction 
T be effects of marJbUa1UJ are most u•IJre-
tlictable. 
"The eye always presents a widely dilated, 
fixed, staring pupil, with the white of the eye 
severely bloodshot (orange-red). The breath 
has the characteristic odor, as elicited from 
burnt marihuana (burnt rope). There is no 
sensory disturbance of balance or gait, as 
elicited in acute alcoholic intoxication. The 
person under the influence may be hilarious, 
possibly hysterical, weeping or laughing, talks 
very rapidly, and in a loud tone." 
In conclusion, it is important to recognize, that 
both the prolongtd use of large doses by habitues, and 
the single large dose taken by a novice may cauae 
criminal maniacal acts. Moreover, even small quanti-
ties can destroy the will power and the ability to connect 
and control thoughts and actiona, thus releasing .ALL 
inhibitions viciously, 
.• 
THE LEAF 
Compound, composed of five, tevttl 
nine or eleven-always an odd number 
of lobes or leaflets, the two ou"r ones 
very small compared with the ochen. 
Each lobe from two to six inches Jons 
pointed about equally at both ends. wida 
saw-ljke edges; and rid~es. very ptOI't 
nounced on the lower side, running frOdl 
the center diagonally to the ed~. Of 
deep green color on the upper side and of 
a lighter green on the lower. It is the 
leaves and flowering tops that contain the 
dangerous drug. These are dried and used 
in cigarettes and may also produce theit 
violent effects by being soaked in drinks. 
THE SITUATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
It is especially serious 
is being carried as a 
heretofore were not 
Attains a height, when mature in 
JUi..JUSt, of from three to sixteen feet. the 
.JUlk a thickness of from one-half inch to 
'fWo U'lches. Stalk has four ridges running 
Jta,thwise, and usually a well marked 
~'by each branch, these appearing at 
imtervals of from four to twenty inches. 
A leaf appears immediately under each 
lwanch. Gr~n plant has a peculiar nar-
cotic odor, is sticky to the touch, and cov-
lftd with fine hajr barely visible to the 
waked eye. Often hidden in fields of c;orn. 
or sunflowers. 
UNOER SURF"ACE OF MARIHUANA LEAF. 
STAMP IT OUT 
REMEDIAL MEASURES 
1. Constructive legislation and efficient law en-
forcement. 
2. Education. 
IT IS A CRIME for •ny person to •plant, cultiv•te 
possess, sell or sive away M•rihu•na. 
· It is frequently used by criminals to bolster up their courage. Most_ .... , .......... 
o£ all is the person under the influence of marihuana at the wheel of an autoJnoDu~e~ 
Their illusions as to time and space destroy their judgment as to speed and 
When eighty miles an hour seem only twenty, they often leave a trail of fatal acci 
clents in their wake. A user of marihuaa is a degenerate. 
Iague te Stamp Out · Banaful Substalltt3 
o cen lri aom:tour li~ eltlli' ~ 
that so many crimea c tn.c:ed to tmt _. ·fill 
Marihuana that this vice u become a maJor po. 
lice problem. 
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1- M\ I(JD.S~ m lS OOE 5M1 WITH 1HtS . wEEK$ PBfl!l MV.$1C COL'MJ • • ) tOOAL Tl~ Rt t~TAL.lSM ,'lOU 
MJGHT9.Y. 
Tuesday, December 9, 1980. 
().SAY CAN YOU SEE BY THE' DAWN'.) EARLY LIGHT 
WHAT $o PROUDLY 'WE HMI..Et:> AT Tiff. TWJLIGHT:S 
LAGT G-UlAM1NG, 
'WHO~E BI<Ol\D ~TRIP£$ AND BRIG-HT $TAR~. 
THRU TBE: Pl!RitOU$. fiG-fiT 
· O'ER iHE. RAMPARTs w£ wATCHED WSR£ ~a 
n c;.ALLANTLY STREAMING- ? ,_,., 
AND THE ROCkEr~ R-rtD c;.r.ARr::, TI-IE' BoMB> •.r 
B0RSfJNll- IN AJR, 
GAVE. PROOF TilROU<!TH 'tHE NIG-HT TllATO'CJ~ 
FLAG- \VA~ $TILL THeRe. 
0, SAY DOE.S TI1AT Sf.A?.-~PANGLED BMl.N£R J) 
YETWAVE. . 
~ O'ER 111E LAND Of'THE f.R.Sfi ANDTI!f.' HOME: 
of nJoBRAV"-? \ \ \ I 
I /I I Kl ~.~ \A\ t-x '/\II & 
.f:K ,;[:\ ~ ~ /e.\ ! 1=\ @ /'t\ (::\ 1:\ -
\l\\ 
-" 
." 
6 
I AM NOT A C:~OOK 1 AM llOT A FASCIST .. 
I 
·/ 
SO STAY o-tn~ Cf TR.mJBL£, 
/
. A.Nb &'rAY ouT oF ouR. WllY! 
. .:SEE YW SOON ~ 
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A favorite comedy 
Man who came. to dinner 
by ]A YNE AKIZUKI 
Do you need some comic 
relief after cramming for 
.finals? Looking for some 
light holiday entertainment 
that won't further strain 
your fazzled brain? The Van-
couver Playhouse is serving 
the perfect fare for you. 
''The Man Who Came To 
Dinner" set in 19~9. is a 
fluffy comedy by Moss Hart 
and GeorgeS. Kaufman, the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning play-
wrighting team. 
Sheridan Whiteside, a 
writer /broadcaster I social-
ite, breaks his hip on the 
doorstep of an ordinary 
home in Ohio, which con-
fines him to the home for 
several weeks. Being an ill-
tempered, bossy old curm-
udgeon, he soon takes over 
the house, and has the host 
and hostess catering to his 
every whim. 
This well-written play gal-
lops by at an exhaustingly 
fast pace, scattering hilari-
ous one-liners and memor-
able characters in its wake. 
From his very first line Leon 
Pownall plays Whiteside to 
the hilt, putting on an e~­
cellent display of comic tim-
ing. There are some marvel-
lous bit parts, notably Tom 
Woods' performance as a 
Harpo Marx-type clown. 
Some of the actors, though, 
insisted on speaking their 
lines in the midst of the 
apdiences laughter. They 
would benefit from observ-
ing Pownall's sense of tim-
ing. 
The elegant yet homey set 
is a feast for the eyes. The 
costumes are simple, but 
they keep to the era. The 
same cannot be said for 
Karen Barker (who plays 
June Stanley), who was spo-
rting an outgrown frizzy 
hair-do that looked suspic-
iously 1980-ish. 
This is a lively dizzy 
production of a comedy clas-
sic. It might be too frivolous 
for some theatre goers, but 
it will still make you laugh. 
''The Man Who Came To 
Dinner" will be at the Play-
house until Dec. 20. 
Subhumans' message in Incorrect thoughts 
bv.~MOSES 
There are many different 
styles of music found in 
Vancouver. Most are aver-
age at best, but there are 
still a few bands that play 
i>riginal music, unconcerned 
with either the greedy pres-
3ure or the boringly mono-
:oiious pro uct that record 
wmpanies force into and out 
o>f bands. 
Incorrect Thoughts is the 
Subhumans first album. It 
gives timid people the op-
portunity to hear Vancouv-
er's most vocal, but least 
heard, punk rock band with-
out the beautiful decor of the 
Arcadian Hall or the spac-
iousness of the Jamaican 
Cultural Centre. 
The Subhumans are not 
the greatest musicians on 
earth but then they don't 
pretend to be. Instead the 
Subhumans are a band with 
a message. They're idealists 
and they're not trying to 
become famous, they just 
want to be heard. 
One of the best songs on 
the album, ''The Scheme'', 
Kate bush is 
one of the best 
by Philip Staines 
Kate Bush remains an 
almost obscure figure in the 
North American music scene 
yet her music stands many 
steps above that of Pat 
Benetar, Deborah Harry and 
other female artists whose 
music is topping the charts. 
Kate Bush's music poss-
esses a classical, European 
quality. Her music is daring, 
well-produced and composed 
with delicacy and intricacy. 
A very refreshing sound. 
Her latest album, "Never 
For Ever" expresses these 
qualities in an experimental 
form, that has proved succ-
essful. Kate Bush, who has 
yet to reach her mid-
twenties, has all the imagin-
ation and intelligence to 
write beautiful, melodic 
music. Tracks from her lat-
est album, such as "All We 
Ever Look For", "The Infant 
Kiss" and "Army Dream-
ers'', are composed on a 
foundation of touching mel-
ody, and tell a story that 
grasps the interest of the 
listener. It is a rare quality , 
to be able to overlook the 
stodgy, pretensiousness of 
current-day pop without get-
ting caught up in an over-
bearing concept. 
The tempo quickens with 
the song ''Babooskha' ', and 
"The Wedding List!" These 
two songs deal with strange 
marital problems. The stori-
es are told in a comical, yet 
dramatic fashion, that does 
not result in a cliche love 
song. 
Kate Bush provides a 
taste of the musical out-of~ 
the-ordinary. "Egypt" utili-
zes a mysterious Egyptian 
chant, that sounds like it 
was performed deep in the 
chambers of the Great Pyr-
amid. She also uses subtle 
sound variations that en-
hance her complex arrange-
ments. 
Of course, hte main ingre-
dient of Bush's music is her 
voice. One that combines 
graceful operatic power with 
childlike tenderness. 
If you're looking for a 
music that is soothing, in-
teresting and dramatic, then 
"Never For Ever" is in 
order. 
Let's hope Kate Bush 
tours: her theatrical pre-
sentation is incredible. 
is a vicious blast at the 
music indt.tstry and their, 
"commercial pop, new wave 
pop, mindless music." Oth-
er top tunes include ''Dead 
At Birth", "Urban Gueril-
las" (one of the old favor-
ites), "Greaser Boy" and 
probably their best song 
ever, "We're Alive". 
The production on this 
album is fairly cloudy, a far 
cry from the overly-produced 
''No Productivity'' single 
done earlier this year by 
Tom Lavin of the Powder 
Blues' Band, but the finish-
ed product is more than 
listenable. 
While the Subhumans are 
the last of Vancouver's origi-
nal punk bands to get onto 
the club circuit they have 
always had a devoted follow-
ing of faithful fans. 
If Incorrect Thoughts sells. 
well, even if only in Vancou-
ver, then people won't have 
to go to the crowded little 
halls where the band has 
been restricted to in the 
past. 
The worst thing about this 
band is that a lot of what 
they say is true and as they 
say in "We're Alive", "You 
never heard us play, but 
you're sure we're really 
bad." 
The Subhumans are alive, 
but you'll ' never know how 
much until you hear them. 
Remember when comedy was King ••. 
Now he's President. 
GILl:». RADHER·BOB NEWHART·MADELINE KAHN ·'FIRST FAMILY' 
llwflar~ 1lw-- llwRarl.ody 
~ IHOIEPACXI c~ PACO..COClN 
IIOCHAIU> BENJAMIN I· BOB DISHY· HARVEY I'DRMAN ·AUSTIN PENDLE'ION 
-- llwVIco-.r llw_>o ... U.H. llw-T-
JYP TORN· FRED WILLAIU> JOHN PHlUP SOUSA· MLPHDUOO from Wernet'"''·~ 
o.:.mcnor;. ~ -=:o.cron -ra:M t. DIIIICII:Orw A Wanwr CommunicaHons Company W' 
loWa-ciW - DANIELMELNICK·DUCKHENr.Y owao.--~>oo.Anttghb--
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1-11 KIDS! UNCL[ SAM 
HERE A GAl N TO GIVE 
YOU SOME MORE 
STMI&HT TALK. 
NOW THAT 1<0NNIE's 
IN , THINGS ARE GO ING f TO PICK U"P A Ll TilE. ---- AMEP I.KA, LEA'DE"R OF ~ T8E FREE. WOl<LD orJC E. ~ AGAIN! 
AMEJ<II(A HAS TAKEN A 
"REAL SHITKICKING THESE 
LAST LAST TEN YEA!<S. 
FIRST THEl<E WAS 'NAM, 
_......- THEN CHILE., THE tV IRAN" 
--...__ TH~N NlCARAGUA,. AND 
lT LOOKS LlKE £L SALv'A~~.E. 
~ G-lJAIEN\ALA WILL BE 
NEXT. 
SO I'LL JUST HAVE 
'RONNIE "PULL OFF A 
FEW CIA-AIDE~ COUPS, 
A FEW VUP1>ET DIC-
'CI.:J, 
WELL ~MODE MR. NlCE GUYl 
~ 
DON'T LAUGH! WE'VE DOtVE 
IT BEFO~E. 'REMEMBET< 
INbONES/A? IN 'b5 WE 
/ TATOl<SHlPS INSTALLED 
......-~~~~ AND WE'LL BE BACK 
"POT MA~COS IN POWER 
AND EXXON IN CONfROL.. OF 
/ONE OF THE WO"RLP'5 
IN ]US IN£55. 
- •S IGii • 
c. LAN t<CL.A~K 
LARGEST OIL "RESE1NES. 
OF COURSE~ WE HAD TO 
KILL soo.ooo Jt-JDO-
N£5/ANS TO 1lO IT. 
Tuesday, December 9. 1980. 
IF AMERIKAN "BUSINESS 
~OESN 'T f-JAVE THE RE-
SOURCES AND CHEAP 
LA~OlJR OF THE THJi<D 
/ WORL~, OUR ECONOMY 
(AND OUR "DROF ITS) G-0 
"BELLY UP. 
AND WE Dl~ If TO 
CHILE IN '73, AND 
TO BOLIVIA IN '71. 
AN~ TO CAMBODIA IN 
'70., AND TO.GREECE IN 
'b 7"' A~D "B"RAIIL IN 'b4- • 
~ AND THE CON60 IN 'b 1., 
AND ll<AN 11-J '53, AND 
VIETNAM lfJ 'f>l., AtJD 
GUA1 EMALA lN 's4, TO 
NAME A FfW. 
1 n 
OH HAPPY bAYS 
ll APi HtR£ A<sf'tiiJ, JjJ 
:s.~ '--~- ·· · 
~ 
,,,, 
,/ 
- . . 
,-
® 
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What does education mean? 
by RALPH BARTLETT 
What does the word 'Edu-
cation' mean to you? 
Encyclopedia Brittanica 
defines education as: 'an 
attempt on teh part of the 
adult members of a human 
society to shape the devel-
opement of the coming gen-
eration in accordance with 
its own ideals of life.' The 
Doubleday Encyclopedia de-
fines it as: 'what is done 
deliberately by one genera-
tion to pass on to the nest all 
it has gained in the way of 
knowledge about how to 
; make the most of life.' The 
latter is more liberal than 
: the former but it is still 
. incomplete when we consid-
(er the surplus material mix-
(ed in with the essential, in 
tthe form of dead languages, 
<ancient history and supers-
ttition. 
A modern definition would 
include: 'the developmen1 
of the human being to such 
an extent and in such a way 
that it can grasp and cope 
with social change rathet 
than rebel against it' (as we 
are doing today). We wil 
have to adopt this concept 
because technology is fore· 
ing social change so fast that 
convential education is en-
tirely inadequate for the up-
coming generations. 
Teachers and leaders of 
Galileo's day were teaching 
Aristotle'~ theory of gravita-
tion - that a ten kilogram 
weight would fall ten times 
as fast as a one kilogram 
weight. Galileo refuted this 
statement and demonstrated 
his point successfully from 
the top of the Leaning Tower 
Of Pisa. Despite the physical 
proof of his argument, he 
was scorned by the learned 
men of the time; they con-
tinued to believe - and teach 
- what they wanted to be-
lieve. But, you'll say, that 
was a long time ago; it could 
not happen now; and how 
wrong you would bel The 
enforced ignorance of the 
actual law of gravity is in no 
way different from the en-
forced ignorance of immin-
ent social change that is 
perpetrated today. 
Another obstacle in 
path of education has been 
our economic system. As 
demand for education grew 
it attracted the attention of 
big business, and the very 
nature of the business sys-
tem is such that any new 
system must show a profit; 
so the school system of 
North America became a 
'billion dollar' concern. Big 
Business is not concerned 
with the lack of facilities, 
accomodations and educat-
ors that exist; it is concerned 
only with how much profit 
can be squeezed out of the 
sequence of education. 
During 98 per cent of 
man's 7,000 years of civiliz-
ed existence on the earth, 
his technological progress 
was so slow that the distur-
bance of the general ecolog-
ical balance was only local in 
is effects. But the last two 
per cent of that time - the 
last 140 years tells a 
different story. During this 
time, man has become a 
plague upon the earth. He 
has exterminated or exhaus-
ted many species which once 
roamed the earth, flew the 
sky, or swam the waters by 
the hundreds of millions. He 
has plowed up the sod and 
slashed away at the plant 
growth, until many areas 
which were once verdant 
with forests and grass are 
now desolate. The ecological 
environment in which man 
as a species could flourish is 
now shrinking because of his 
own careless behavior. 
The road is long . and 
rough. Against science are 
arrayed all the traditional 
forces of the Price System. 
They can be heard over the 
radio and television and read 
about in the press and on 
billboards. These purveyors 
of non-science speak out of 
both sides of their mouths 
with reference to science. 
One side praises science for 
producing something they 
can use in their business, 
while the other side de-
nounces science as being 
materialistic. 
Dangerous uses of scient-
ific knowledge are being 
promoted by agencies out-
side of the field of science. 
Scientists are inclined to be 
opposed to, to human re-
pression, to neglect of social 
advances, and to unequal 
treatment of their fellow 
man. But none of these 
scourges are alien to the 
practices of politics, busi-
ness and moralism. 
The physical equipment of 
North America is already 
being operated by the tech-
nical people of the area, and 
they are doing their job 
very well .considering the 
handicaps and deadweight 
imposed upon them by the 
overburden of business, pol-
itics and superstition. Think 
how much easier and sim-
pler it would be for the 
technical people if this over-
, . ..... ,,,"'""~'''lt 
• .. f _ , .. ~ . .. , 
burden was removed and 
they had full responsibility. 
A functional government of 
a technological society would 
not be like any of the many 
varieties of government that 
have flimflammed the citi-
zenries of the world so many 
centuries. Let there be a 
GOVERNANCE of function, 
not an authoritarian regula-
tion imposed upon the peop-
le by the institutions of non-
science. 
Technocracy invites t.he 
technical men and women of 
Nprth America to become 
forthright and aggresive in 
their insistence that a gov-
ernance of function, admin-
istered by people of tech-
nical training and achieve-
ment, be instituted to re-
place the predatory gang-
sterism now imposed upon 
our society under the name 
of "government for the pe-
·crack a 
along 
ople, by the people and for 
the people.'' There is no 
question about the scientists 
of North America being able 
to organize a governance of 
function. 
What is now needed is a 
modest amount of favorable 
publicity for science. This 
job could be accomplished 
by the scientists and tech-
nologists of North America 
courageously acting together 
through the associations 
which they have already 
established. Timidity, hesi-
tancy and subservience are 
not becoming to scientists. 
If the organization of sci-
ence and technology do not 
provide adequate vehicles 
for social expression, the 
scientists of North America 
are always welcome to join 
and make their collective 
views known through Tech-
nocracy Inc. 
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B •• B..,.,., The 9~<: Movie 
..,., J IS 
Back 
For Good 
··························~········ Dec.3-6 
Star Trek 
.· Barbare·lla 
*********************************** 
Mon · Thurs 
8pm 
I door>~ 7.301 
Take One 
Step . 
into 
Friday 
7:30pm f> 10:30 pm 
I door>~ 700) 
York Theatre 
639 Commercial 
Style 
1: 
\\'·. · ... ~ 
' \ '\ ~ 1\ 
. \ . 
'J 
;;/ ,, ' ' ·~ 
.1/f' . . \ , .... ' · 
. .. :PERM SPECIAl~., 
·, ·" > " · . . Sl 0. · . , 
~ / \ 
I \ 
- 't1l the end of December 
·' .. YOUR HAIRSTYLIST 
,_ LINDA IRIS' SHELLEY -
323 E. Columbia.St. N. W. 
across from R. C. Hospital _ caQQ 
522-0334 
Tuesday, Decem ber 9, 1980 . 
~ ~ 
Coquitlam 
Christmas party 
. Students • staff • faculty e 
3 p.m.- 7 p.m. 
Thur. Dec. 11 
• 
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Second in coastal tournament' 
byGREG HEAKES 
It did't take long for the 
Douglas College men's vol-
leyball team to establish 
themselves as one of the 
front runners in the race for 
coastal supremacy in the 
Totem conference. 
They did it by finishing a 
close second to Langara 
Nov. 21, 22, in their first 
tournament of the year at 
BCIT. 
They dropped thre< 
games out of four to Lang-
ara, 15-11, 15-12 and 15-7. 
They won the third game 
15-5. 
In their second match 
the tournament Dougla! 
completely dominated Roya: 
Roads military college, tak-
ing them in three straight. 
Other victories came against 
Malaspina in four games 
and host BCIT in five 
games. 
Douglas got some key 
hitting from Warren Scheel-
ar and their blocking came 
from John Wilkie and Wally 
Funk when they needed it. 
Wayne Radorski was instru-
mental throughout the tour-
nament with his setting. 
"I wasn't surprised that 
we placed second but I was 
surpirised .at how close we 
came to beating Langara. i 
thought they would have a 
really super team this year 
but now I think that we're 
well within their range,'' 
said Douglas coach John 
Lussier. 
Against Langara on the 
opening day, Douglas saw 
an early lead slip away from 
them as they dropped the 
first two games. They came 
back to win the third one but 
Langara only needed a win 
in the fourth game to clinch 
the match and the best out 
of five series. 
Lussier felt the team real-
ly started to jell together 
during their third match of 
the tournament when they 
faced Malaspina and were 
down 10-2. 
''We really played well 
and came to win that game 
for the match. Hopefully we 
won't have to do that too 
often but at least we know 
we can if we have to,''- said 
Lussier. 
The Douglas College 
women's team finished four-
th out of five te"ms at the 
Coastal tournament. 
Their only victory was 
over Malaspina. They lost 
to Capilano, Langara and 
BCIT but took a game each 
from the latter two. 
Locken upsets Dennison in final during 
e rugby arm-wrestling championships 
by GERT VAN NIEKERK 
The Douglas College rug-
by club conducted its first 
annual arm-wrestling cham-
pionship in conjunction with 
a Grey Cup party during 
November. 
In the heavyweight divis-
ion (190 lbs. and over) rookie 
Scott Locken stunned the 
cnucs by upsetting pre-
tourney favourite Gord Den-
nison in the final. 
/AL-A SNA 
FRIED CHICKEN 
PIZZERIA 
SUBMARINES 
FREE DELIVERY 
IN NEW WEST AND 
BURNABY AREA 
40 1-BthST 
NEW WEST 
came through, in the person 
of Paul (The Hulk) Cum-
mings. He defeated Henry 
Boon in a grim and hard 
fought final having easily 
won his first four matches. 
In the middleweight divis-
ion (170-190lbs.) another 
rookie, Steve Voelpel, also 
caused an upset in the final 
match by defeating Raleigh 
Debow. The pre-tourney 
prediction was that no one 
would defeat Debow who 
has benchpressed 340 lbs. 
It was only in the light-
weight division (170 lbs. and 
under) that the favourite 
The rugby team will con-
tinue practicing over the 
Christmas break and new-
comers are still welcome to 
join the team. For more 
information phone Gert van 
Niekerk at 584-0154. 
Perry Kelly, of the Marilns Misfits, attempts to grab 
the ball out of- the hands of the Bearded Clams' Stue 
Ruttan. Kelly and Ruttan were participants in the Second 
Annual Buck Buck Intra-mural Basketball tournament 
hosted by the Richmond campus. 
photo by GREG HEAKES 
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"Get down and boogie" screams basketball player turned vocalist, 
Dave Frampton,52, as Rod McNish and Rolie Schmidt try out their own 
brand of motion on the basketball court. Greg Heakes photo 
Height and experience lacking 
Dukes dance paSt Douglas 
by GREG HEAKES 
The Douglas College bas-
etball team learned two 
hings November ~0 at the 
ins low gym. One is that 
hey need bigger players 
nd two is that they need 
ore experience. 
The lesson came during a 
8-67 exhibition loss to the 
ance City Dukes of the 
raser Valley Senior B lea-
''They were a lot bigger 
than us and had more exper-
ience,'' said Douglas coach 
Dan Moore. "Our preseason 
hasn't been that great be-
cause we've only had three 
exhibition games so far .' ' 
Moore did commend the 
job done by 6' 5'' centre 
Warren Meneghello, who 
had to check 6'10" 
former Portland State play-
er, Bob Dudley. Dudley led 
the scoring with 24 points. 
Meneghello racked up a 
Douglas high of 14 points, 
while Prince Rupert native, 
and first year journalism 
student, Rod McNish finish-
ed with 12 points. 
Due to an ankle injury, 
Meneghello has been listed 
as a doubtful starter for 
Douglas' first league game 
December 5 against Royal 
Roads military college. 
A definite non-starter for 
the game will be Denis 
Milne, who due to ineligibil-
ity requirements is only al-
lowed to suit up for exhibi-
tion games this semester. 
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TimeOut 
All this record setting rain we've been having through the 
month of November has given some Douglas College 
sport teams an earlier semester break. 
Last weekend the soccer didn't get to play their final 
game of the season because all the fields have been shut 
down. Since they missed the playoffs it was a mean 
nothing game anyway. It's too late to re-schedual it 
because the Totem playoffs get underway this weekend. 
Both the division three Rugby game against Pitt River 
and the women's field hockey team were washed out also. e 
••••• ==================~ by GREG HEAKES 
Richmonds Second Annual Buck Buck intramural basket-
ball tournament, November 22, was deemed a success by 
organizer Bill Long. 
The tournament featured four teams from Richmond, 
three from New Westminster and one from Coquitlam. 
There were supposed to be ten teams but two teams from 
Coquitlam and Surrey's team did not show up. 
The tournament featured such outlandish team names 
as J .V. Cruex (in reference of course to jook itch!), the 
B.A.'s and the Bearded Clams who derived their slang 
name from a portion of the female anatomy. 
The Clams went underfeated during the tournament as 
they won the final contest from another Richmond team 
called the Marlins (now what could that mean?) 
••••• 
Our men's volleyball team, started this week, will have 
the pleasure of performing in the BC Volleyball 
Association Senior A league. 
Not only will the league provide them with some good 
stiff completition between tournaments but it will also 
keep them very active during the semester break playing 
from one to two games a week. 
They open this week playing the Vancouver Volleyball A 
Club December 2 and the UBC Jr. varsity squad on • 
December 4. The league should feature as many as 12 
teams. 
The team is now down to nine players after the recent · 
loss of Brent Sheppard. Sheppard was ruled ineligible to 
play after it was discovered that he was only taking eight 
credits at the college 
He will be missed as coach John Lussier described him 
as one of the teams most improved players. 
••••• 
An intra-mural badminton tournament was conducted at 
the Winslow campus on Novemeber 1~ and 20. 
Denni Infanti and Steve Ladd came first, while Lynn 
Hughes andJeffMussom finished second. Third went to 
John Slattery and Jeanette Miller and Earl Naismith and 
Mae Burrows placed fourth. 
The presence of a gymnasium has done a lot to promote 
both organized and unorganized recreation on the 
Winslow campus. This in turn is helping to promote 
much social interaction amongst students from different 
diciplines. Instead of spending their time during the 
school day sitting in the cafeteria, students are using the 
gym for a variety of activities~ 
••••• 
The Douglas College Ski Club has planned a five day ski 
trip to Crystal Mountain from January 4 - 9. 
The cost of the ski trip is $150 and includes five days oJ 
lift passes and five nights accomodations in two 
mountainside condominiums with a heated swimming 
r;l._ .................................................................. ;;~ pool. For those of you who would like to go, 50 people have 
Better luck 
next year 
by MIKE SULLIVAN 
The Douglas College soc-
cer team had a respectable 
showing this year. They 
played in the tough Totem 
conference and came out 
with a record of 1-7-2 which 
was good enough for sixth 
place. 
Top scorer · was for the 
team was Bruce MacDonald 
and the coach, Alec Whit-
tam, an ex-soccer player 
from England, did well con-
sidering the difficult task in 
front of him. 
This was the first year 
back for the team after a two 
year abscence. Although 
they did not make the play-
offs Douglas improved ste-
adily throughout the year 
and are looking forward to 
next year. 
already made reservations and there is still lots of room 
available. 
The Ski Club will also be holding "The Xmas Ski Bash" 
dance on December 19 at the Queens Park Arenex. 
The dance will feature the band ''Strings'' and will go 
from 8 p.m. until 1 a.m. with full bar facilities. 
Tickets are $4 for singles and $7 for couples and can be 
obtained from the Information booths at the students 
society offices around the various campuses, or from ski 
club members. 
A ski club membership entitles its members to stay at 
BCIT, SFU or UBC cabins at Whistler for a nominal fee 
per night. New members are welcome at any time. 
For tickets and information contact Carrie at 585-7546 or 
Andrea at 9~7-5~27 or The Other Press office. 
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Other Employment 521-4851 
Delivering 
The Vancouver Province 
newspaper requires people 
to work delivering news-
papers by car. Applicants 
must possess their own 
transportation. 
LOCATION: Bby and NW 
area. 
WAGE: $200 per month plus 
$75 per month gas allow-
ance . 
HOURS: 5:00 am - 7:00 am, 
Sunday to Friday each week 
or 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm, 
Sunday to Friday each week. 
CONTACT: Student Place-
ment at 521-4851, Loc 269 in 
NW for a referral. 
Car wash 
A car dealership in Surrey 
requires a person to work for 
them washing cars, parking 
cars, etc. Applicants are 
preferred who live in the 
Surrey area. 
LOCATION: King George 
Highway in Surrey. 
WAGE: $4 per hour. 
HOURS: Monday to Friday, 
6:00 pm - 9:00 pm. 
CONTACT: Student Place-
ment at 521 -4851, Loc 269 in 
NW for a referral. 
Store detective 
needed 
A well known department 
store requires students with 
Criminology backgrounds to 
work as ' 'floor-walkers '' in 
order to prevent shop-lifting. 
Applicants are preferred 
who have previous , related 
experience or background in 
Criminology. 
LOCATION: Port Coquitlam. 
WAGE: $5 an hour to start. 
HOURS: Flexible to stu-
dent's schedule. 
CONTACT: Student Place-
ment at 521 -4851, Loc 269 in 
NW for a referral. 
Clothing store 
A WOMEN 'S RETAIL CLO-
THING STORE. IN Pacific 
Centre in Vancouver requ-
ires part-time cashiers to 
work. No previous experi-
ence is necessary, training 
will be provided. Applicants 
are preferred who possess a 
well-groomed appearance 
and enjoy working with the 
public . 
HOURS: Thursday & Friday 
evening and all day Satur-
day. 
WAGE: T B A. 
CONTACT: Student Place-
ment at 521-4851, Loc 269 in 
NW for a referral. 
Gas attendant 
A service station in Langley 
requires a part-time cashier/ 
bookkeeper to work on week-
ends and occasional week-
days. Training will be pro-
vided, but applicants are 
preferred who have their 
own transportation 
LOCATION: Langley (nea1 
200th St. and Fraser Hwy.) 
HOURS : Evenings or after-
noons/weekends and/oJ 
weedays. Can be arranged 
to suit student's schedule . 
WAGE: $5 .75 an hour to 
start. 
CONTACT: Student Place-
ment at 521-4851, Loc 269 in 
NW for a referral. 
have their own transporta-
tion. 
Business and ___ _ 
LOCATION: Various locat- · ion~ throughout the lower Commerce students 
mamland. 
HOURS : F.lexible to your 
schedule. 
WAGE: $5 an hour to start. 
CONTACT: Student Place-
ment at 521-4851, Loc 269 in 
Nw for a referral. 
The Other Press student 
newspaper is looking for 
a business student willing to 
train for the position of 
business manager for next 
September and a commerce 
student willing to train for 
Immigrant services the position of ad manager 
for next September. 
~----TYPING S~RVICE 
Fast - Accurate 
Composition 
Assistance 
$1.50 per page 
(minimum rate) 
Phone Norah at 
Youth cemtre help The Surrey Delta Immigrant Services society needs vol-
unteers to assist in the 
following services: 
These are both excellent 
experience opportunities and 
are both paid positions. 
The Queensborough Com-
munity Centre requires stu-
dents with recreation back-
grounds to work for them 
supervising and participat-
ing in their youth drop-in 
centre . duties will include 
planning acitivities for the 
centre and encouraging 
youth to participate in them. 
LOCATION: Queens bor-
ough, New Westminster. 
HOURS: Monday - Thurs-
day, 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm 
(St~dents may work all or 
part of these hours depend-
ing on their schedule.) 
ing on their schedule.) 
WAGE $5 an hour. 
CONTACT: Student Place-
ment at 521-4851 , Loc 269 in 
NW for a referral. 
Security Guard 
A security Service requires 
students to work as security 
guards throughout the lower 
mainland. Applicants must 
be 19 years of age or older 
and are preferred if they 
-translation & interpreta-
tion (all languages, especial-
ly Punjabi and Vietnamese). 
-helping newcomers learn 
English. 
-transportation. 
These are just some of the 
activities you can get in-
volved in. If you are willing 
to help or want to find out 
more , please phone 585-2955 
weekdays between 9:00 am 
and 4:50 pm and ask for 
Adrienne. 
Work 15hrs. 
a week 
1\re you a recipient of fin-
ancial aid and interested in 
working up to 15 hours a 
week in the spring semes-
ter? 
You may want to apply to 
organize the Health and 
Safety Information file and 
find ways to make these 
materials available to a max-
imum number of students. 
Student Placement at New 
Westminster can giv~ you 
more information about the 
job. Phone 521-4851 , Loc 269 
for a referral. 
Apply at The Other Press 
office in the cafeteria on the from 7 : 3 0 a • m. 
New Westminster or phone to 12:30 p.m. 
525-5542. These are both week-ends too 
paid positions. ll•••••llilllliii••• 
i cAiiSTEREo SALE -l 
I I I HIGH-POWER 8-TRACK I 
I OR CASSETTE DECKS I 
$156.00 (regular price $295. 00) 
·---SALE ON---
• CASSETTES AND 8-TRACKS 
FROM $3. 49 - 6. 99 
L.P. 's FROM $5. 99 
Hurry Limited Quantity 
~uth-Bumaby Radio, 
Stereo & T. V. Service 
317 I. Coi.,....ICII St. 525 ~~· NEW WESTMINSTER • ...... L--------------- . -----------· 
COMFOKl TIME. 
Southern Comfort. Enjoy it straight up, on the rocks. 
or blended with your favourite mixer. 
The unique taste 
of Southern Comfort 
enjoyed for over 125 years. 
e ·. , e 
XMAS Ski Bash 
. 
Live Entertainment 
''Strings'_' 
Tickets: single $4.00 
· ·Full Bar · . . couples $7.00 
' I 
f 
Queens Park Arenex 
Friday, December 19, 
. . 
· 8pm.-1am. 
• 
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